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Rewriting the rules for the digital age

PREFACE

WELCOME to Deloitte’s fifth annual Global Human Capital Trends report and survey. This year’s 
report takes stock of the challenges ahead for business and HR leaders in a dramatically changing 
digital, economic, demographic, and social landscape. In an age of disruption, business and HR 

leaders are being pressed to rewrite the rules for how they organize, recruit, develop, manage, and engage the 
21st-century workforce. 

This workforce is changing. It’s more digital, more global, diverse, automation-savvy, and social media- 
proficient. At the same time, business expectations, needs, and demands are evolving faster than ever before. 
While some view this as a challenge, we see it as an opportunity. An opportunity to reimagine HR, talent, and 
organizational practices. An opportunity to create platforms, processes, and tools that will continue to evolve 
and sustain their value over time. An opportunity to take the lead in what will likely be among the most signifi-
cant changes to the workforce that we have seen.   

Hence, our call for new rules for HR in the digital age.

The 2017 report began last summer with us reaching out to hundreds of organizations, academics, and practi-
tioners around the world. This year, it includes a survey of more than 10,000 HR and business leaders across 
140 countries. The report reveals how leaders are turning to new organizational models that highlight the 
networked nature of today’s world of work; innovation-based HR platforms; learning and career programs 
driven by social and cognitive technologies; and employee experience strategies that put the workforce at the 
center. The report closes with a discussion of the future of work amid the changes being driven by advances in 
automation and an expanded definition of the workforce.

We are pleased to present this year’s Global Human Capital Trends report and survey and look forward to 
your comments. 2017 is positioned to be a year of change as we all manage new levels of transformation and 
disruption. The only question now is: Are you ready?

Brett Walsh
Global leader, Human Capital
Deloitte LLP

Erica Volini
US leader, Human Capital
Deloitte Consulting LLP
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THE ORGANIZATION OF THE 
FUTURE: ARRIVING NOW 

As digital transforms the business landscape, 
the successful organizations of the future 
will likely be those that can move faster, 
adapt more quickly, learn more rapidly, and 
embrace dynamic career demands.

CAREERS AND LEARNING: 
REAL TIME, ALL THE TIME 

The half-life of skills is rapidly falling, placing 
huge demands on learning in the digital age. 
The good news is that an explosion of high-
quality content and digital delivery models offers 
employees ready access to continuous learning. 

TALENT ACQUISITION: ENTER 
THE COGNITIVE RECRUITER 

Recruiting is becoming a digital experience as 
candidates come to expect convenience and 
mobile contact. Savvy recruiters now have access 
to new technologies to forge connections with 
candidates and strengthen the employment brand. 

THE EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCE: CULTURE, 
ENGAGEMENT, AND BEYOND 

Rather than focusing narrowly on engagement 
and culture, many leading organizations aim 
to improve the employee experience as a 
whole, supported by a multitude of pulse 
feedback tools, wellness and fitness apps, 
and employee self-service technologies.

PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT: 
PLAY A WINNING HAND 

Across industries and geographies, many 
companies are redesigning performance 
management from top to bottom, from goal-
setting and evaluation to incentives and 
rewards—and seeing the business benefits.

The 2017 Deloitte Global Human Capital Trends report, drawing on a survey of more than 10,000 HR and business  
leaders globally, takes stock of the challenges ahead for business and HR leaders in a dramatically changing digital,  
economic, demographic, and social landscape.

LEADERSHIP DISRUPTED: 
PUSHING THE BOUNDARIES 

Today, many organizations need a completely 
different kind of leader: a “digital leader” who 
can build teams, keep people connected and 
engaged, and drive a culture of innovation, risk 
tolerance, and continuous improvement.

DIGITAL HR: PLATFORMS, 
PEOPLE, AND WORK 

HR is being pushed to take on a larger role 
in helping organizations to “be digital,” not 
just “do digital.” The process starts with digital 
transformation in HR, as HR leaders explore new 
technologies, platforms, and ways of working.

PEOPLE ANALYTICS: 
RECALCULATING THE ROUTE 

Analytics is no longer about finding interesting 
information and flagging it for managers. Now, 
data are being used to understand every part of a 
business operation, and analytical tools are being 
embedded into day-to-day decision making.

DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION: 
THE REALITY GAP 

Diversity and inclusion at the workplace are now 
CEO-level issues, but they continue to be frustrating 
and challenging for many companies. Why the gap?

THE FUTURE OF WORK: THE 
AUGMENTED WORKFORCE 

Paradigm-shifting forces such as cognitive 
technologies and the open talent economy are 
reshaping the future workforce, driving many 
organizations to reconsider how they design 
jobs, organize work, and plan for future growth.

http://www.deloitte.com/us/hctrends 
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Over the last five years, organizations have radically changed the way they measure, 
evaluate, and recognize employee performance. Today, with much initial experimen-
tation, continuous performance management practices are being deployed on a wide 
scale. While not all the tools are in place at every organization, the new practices are 
becoming clearer and more standardized, and they are definitely working. Agile goal 
management, check-ins, and continuous feedback are becoming common, and new 
models of evaluation and rewards are being adopted next.

• The redesign of performance management is picking up speed: 79 percent of ex-
ecutives rate it a high priority, up from 71 percent three years ago, with 38 percent 
calling the problem “very important.”

• Company capabilities to implement performance management have improved. 
Our research shows organizations are 10 percent more capable than they were 
in 2015, and most are heavily focused on retraining leaders to implement agile, 
developmental management approaches.

• The impact of these new performance practices is high: 90 percent of companies 
that have redesigned performance management see direct improvements in en-
gagement, 96 percent say the processes are simpler, and 83 percent say they see 
the quality of conversations between employees and managers going up.1

Performance management
Play a winning hand

THE performance management (PM) revolu-
tion is in full flight. Across all industries and 
geographies, companies are reevaluating ev-

ery aspect of their programs, from goal-setting and 
evaluation to incentives and rewards. Organizations 
are aligning these changes to both business strategy 
and the ongoing transformation of work. While all 
the software tools are not here yet, there is evidence 
that the new rules of performance management are 
understood and working well.

AS WORK SHIFTS, SO DOES PM

Why is the reinvention of performance manage-
ment so important? Quite simply, because the way 
we work has changed.

The traditional end-of-year appraisal, designed 
in the 1970s, is clearly not effective anymore. In 
2015, our Global Human Capital Trends research 
showed that 82 percent of companies reported that 
performance evaluations were not worth the time. A  
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separate study reported that 41 percent of compa-
nies found widespread manager bias, and 45 per-
cent believed performance evaluations did not mo-
tivate employees.2 

Today, as companies operate as a network of teams,3 
careers and learning are strategic,4 and companies 
are shifting from “jobs to work” in their operations,5 
the need to align goals, provide feedback, and coach 
for performance is real-time, continuous, and mul-
tidirectional.

In addition, several organizational changes have 
made developing a more agile process important:

• Employees want more regular feedback. In-
formed by their experiences in social media, 
people want to get and give feedback regularly. 
Cisco’s new performance management process 
(which we described last year in Global Human 

Capital Trends 2016),6 has dramatically im-
proved communications and feedback, enabling 
managers to touch base with employees on a 
continuous basis using new tools and check-ins 
that take very little time.

• Employees and organizations expect continuous 
learning. New performance management prac-
tices (and tools) facilitate regular discussions 
about capabilities and skills, helping employees 
learn where to focus and what learning to adopt. 
New learning solutions are creating an “always-
on” learning environment to support this need.7 

• Important decisions about whom to promote, 
how much of a raise to give, and whom to move 
into a new role are getting easier and better 
through data. Ninety-one percent of compa-
nies that have adopted continuous performance 
management say that they now have better data 
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Figure 1. Performance management: Percentage of respondents rating this trend “important” 
or “very important”
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for people decisions,8 making major progress 
in removing bias and discretion in promotion 
and advancement.

• Companies operate in teams, so performance 
management must be local. All of our discus-
sions with companies like Cisco, GE, IBM, and 
Patagonia show that the new continuous prac-
tices empower local leaders, create better rela-
tionships among teams, and help teams work 
more closely together. Companies like Google, 
GM, Atlassian, and Cisco have now studied the 
behavior of high-performing teams and use con-
tinuous performance management to directly 
help teams learn from high performers.9

Hundreds of companies—including Adobe, IBM, 
GE, Goldman Sachs, New York Life, Juniper Net-
works, and Cisco—continue experimenting with 
new processes, and most are finding great value.10  

The focus has shifted from talking about people to 
talking with people in open conversations. “Our 
new performance approach is focused on improving 
discussions, creating frequent check-ins, and creat-
ing a developmental focus,” said Amy Berg, director 
of talent at Adidas Group.11 

TEAM EFFECTIVENESS, DEVELOPMENT, 
COLLABORATION, AND 
INDIVIDUAL PERFORMANCE

A critical goal in PM experimentation is to devise 
ways to align it more closely with business out-
comes. As organizations become more team-centric, 
PM is also beginning to shift from focusing just on 
an employee’s individual achievements to evaluat-

ing her contribution to a team and the team’s im-
pact on driving overall business goals. 

Cisco, GE, and Google have all pioneered this model. 
These companies have built or bought sophisticated 
software to understand team dynamics, evaluate 
group goal systems, and gauge how effectively em-
ployees contribute to their teams.12 The goal of PM 
is thereby transformed from boosting an individual 
employee’s performance to improving the results of 
the team. If the team wins, the employee wins. If the 
team wins, the company wins. 

When organizations focus on team performance, 
they evaluate success by different metrics. Trust, in-
clusion, diversity, and clarity of roles are critical to 
team success. Team leaders must be hands-on and 
actively engaged. And teams must be connected to 
other teams to succeed. Measuring these new met-
rics requires new tools and approaches, thoughtful 
experimentation, and a willingness to adopt new 
models.

Developing greater clarity about how performance 
is measured has surfaced as a core value at many 
organizations, particularly around check-ins with 
managers and goal-setting for employees. Some 
smaller companies have greater flexibility to set 
goals widely at the individual and team levels, while 
larger companies may focus on departmental goals. 
Either way, the old system of cascading goals from 
the CEO all the way down to the individual contrib-
utor is not part of the new design.

One sign of positive change is a rise in employee-
driven communication rather than one-way feed-
back. Evaluating managers on the quantity and 
quality of conversations is becoming a key to both 
team and manager success.

While the use of a forced distribution curve may be 
fading, many organizations are unwilling to give up 
the concept entirely. Ratings are still widely used, 
though often with qualitative measures instead of 
numbers. However, today’s new practices look at 
performance curves and ratings based on richer 
data, using input from many sources, and in the 
context of a continuous discussion about things that 
happened all year—rather than delivering a simple 

“end-of-year report” that often loses sight of all the 
things that happen over that 12-month time period. 

The focus has shifted 
from talking about 
people to talking 

with people in open 
conversations.
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Given the pace of change, it is unclear where this 
revolution will end, what the new PM gold standard 
will become, or if a single standard will—or even 
should—emerge. New practices are being tested in 
real time through a process of trial and error. Dif-
ferent companies, industries, and geographies will 
likely reach different conclusions about what con-
stitutes an optimal PM system.

GE, a company well-known for its pioneering work 
in cascading goals and forced ranking in the 1970s, 
has been reinventing its performance management 
over the last two years. Now, after removing ratings, 
adopting ongoing touchpoints, and implementing 
procedures to deliver immediate horizontal and 

vertical feedback, the company has completely rein-
vented its process and built a performance manage-
ment system shaped by and for its employees. 

GE’s new process asks employees to focus on per-
formance development rather than appraisal, teach-
es “People Leaders” to “inspire and empower” their 
teams, helps employees set real-time priorities 
based on customer input, and, ultimately, increases 
speed and collaboration. The result: GE is seeing 
dramatic improvements in employee engagement, 
time to market, and speed of innovation.13

THE PROMISE AND USES 
OF BETTER DATA

As part of PM experimentation, companies are seek-
ing ways to apply data to performance measurement. 
For example, GE developed an in-house app to gain 
insights from employees and managers at all lev-
els, including upward feedback on managers. This 
model rests on the premise that more information 
yields better data, which in turn brings better clarity 
and insight, leading to continuous improvement.14 

But how is all this data leveraged to make actual 
decisions about pay and promotion? More precise-
ly, how can an organization’s systems take gainful 
advantage of these new sources of performance-
related data? These are open questions that are still 
being tested.

The good news is that the increase in the quantity 
and quality of data gives organizations more infor-
mation on performance and better-quality data with 
which to identify high performers and make appro-
priate pay, promotion, and other rewards decisions. 
Better-quality data also makes course corrections 
easier for both individuals and the PM system itself. 
But the work continues, and many organizations 
find this the hardest aspect of PM to transform.

THE CHALLENGES OF NEW PM MODELS

While most companies may wish to create a single, 
simple PM system across the organization, many 
are finding that doing this is challenging in prac-
tice. At many global companies, regulatory or cul-
tural factors restrict many PM innovations, and 
can even require organizations to maintain ratings. 

Finding the right 
solution takes time 
and commitment.
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Adidas Group, for instance, found that its employ-
ees in Asia wanted a more traditional, structured 
approach, while US workers wanted a more agile 
process.15 

Finding the right solution takes time and commit-
ment. In its research, the NeuroLeadership Insti-
tute found that 88 percent of companies took two 
years to gain significant traction with a new PM sys-
tem. Training and change management are the most 
important elements of success in this endeavor.16 As 
one executive put it: “It’s a journey needing sustain-
ment and continuous improvement. Habits and cul-
ture change slowly and through persistence.”

SOFTWARE LEADING IN 
A NEW DIRECTION

Given this ferment of experimentation, it is not sur-
prising that the HR software industry is finding itself 
in flux. In many ways, HR departments are ahead of 
HR technology providers. The vast majority of PM 
software tools, including those developed by mar-
ket leaders and major human capital management 
(HCM) cloud vendors, were developed around the 
old “once-a-year” model. Still, a small but growing 
segment of the PM tools market is leading the world 
of HR software in a completely new direction. The 
dominant characteristics of newer tools include:

• Enabling goal making to be more so-
cial and transparent, mobile, and digi-
tal: Many new vendors now offer mobile 

goal-setting and performance applications that 
let teammates set, share, and collaborate on 
goals online.

• Enabling easy progress tracking: Tools 
to link goals, often using the Objectives and 
Key Results (OKR) model, allow people to up-
date their goals easily and see how others are 
making progress. 

• Providing continuous feedback: Tools 
that help employees deliver or request feed-
back, often integrated with email systems and 
other productivity tools, enable continuous 
improvement loops.

• Providing instant information: Periodic 
team surveys help managers evaluate team en-
gagement and effectiveness, which are then used 
to evaluate managers. Regular engagement, or 

“pulse” surveys of employees offer insights about 
when and why certain teams are underperform-
ing or might be unhappy or frustrated.

• Deploying data/analytics: Big data tools 
look at performance online and send sugges-
tions to managers based on artificial intelligence 
to encourage coaching.

• Supporting career development: Tools can 
recommend new jobs and careers based on an 
individual’s internal experiences with job mobil-
ity and his prior success in the company.

• Offering easy integration: The integration 
of PM tools with products like Slack, Outlook, 
Gmail, and other productivity tools where peo-
ple spend most of their time incorporates PM 
into everyday work.

As the PM revolution gathers speed, the final chap-
ter has yet to be written. Most businesses today be-
lieve they have permission to reinvent, experiment, 
and innovate with PM systems. A few short years 
ago, this was not true. Now, the weight of experi-
ence and the clear benefits for both organizations 
and employees have pushed this trend dramatically 
forward. Companies are exploring and finding what 
works for their highly individualized situations. It 
is an exciting evolution—pioneered by the foresight 
and courage of a few innovative organizations sev-
eral years ago. 
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Lessons from the front lines 
Patagonia, a designer and manufacturer of outdoor 
apparel and accessories, embarked on a new, team-
centric performance program two years ago. Today, 
Patagonia encourages individuals to set financial 
and stretch goals (using the OKR methodology) and 
to check in at least quarterly with their managers. 
The company has eliminated year-end ratings. Bo-
nuses are based on goal attainment, and base pay 
is allocated according to skills and relative perfor-
mance. The entire process has been implemented 
through a mobile app called HighGround. 

These developments did not happen overnight. For 
Patagonia, transforming PM took years of rethink-
ing, retraining, and reeducating employees. The 
company noted that, in the program’s first year, 
feedback was very positive, as people were afraid to 
give sharp suggestions. But by the end of the second 
year, managers built a “muscle” about having can-
did developmental conversations, and people felt 
comfortable that check-ins and feedback would be 
useful, positive, and not punitive.

Now that effort has paid off. The new PM process 
has generated better financial performance, im-
proved individual performance, and strengthened 
engagement. Patagonia has shown that people and 
teams who participate more regularly in check-ins 
and feedback outperform their peers on a wide 
range of financial and talent measures.18 

Other organizations that revolutionized perfor-
mance management several years ago are still 
reaping significant rewards. Adobe changed its 
performance management approach in 2012, abol-
ishing annual performance appraisals, ratings, and 
a forced distribution curve and moving to an ap-
proach they called “Check-ins.” While Adobe up-
dated its “Check-in” brand in 2016 to keep it feeling 
current, the core concepts have held steady across 
the last four years: a focus on managers setting 
clear expectations, managers and direct reports col-
laborating on employee feedback, and direct reports 
being responsible for development (with managers 
also sharing responsibility). Since the new approach 
is a continuous performance process, either manag-
ers or direct reports can request a check-in at any 
point during the year. 

Using its engagement survey from 2012 as 
the baseline, Adobe continues to monitor 
the progress and effectiveness of its Check-
in program. For example, there has been a 
10 percent increase in affirmative replies to 
the question “I would recommend Adobe as 
a great place to work,” and a 10 percent in-
crease in affirmative replies to the question “I 
receive ongoing feedback that helps my per-
formance.”

As one of Adobe’s HR leaders noted, “Four 
years is a long time for a process to remain 
the same—especially in the dynamic tech 
industry. However, this approach is sig-
nificantly better than the prior approach, so  
we haven’t needed to make substantial 
changes.”19
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Start here
• Identify a strategy and philosophy for 

PM: What is the organization trying to achieve 
through a new PM system? How can it best be 
aligned with business strategy? What approach 
will develop leaders most effectively? Instead of 
cascaded goals that lock employees into a set of 
activities, consider a more flexible, agile, trans-
parent approach to goal setting.

• Look to peers: Identify companies in the in-
dustry or region that are leading the PM revo-
lution and that face comparable challenges, dy-
namics, and opportunities.

• See what is working: Among peers that are 
experimenting with PM, identify the design ele-
ments, tools, and processes that are most effec-
tive for them. Internally, study high-performing 
individuals, teams, and leaders to find ways to 
incorporate their practices throughout the rest 
of the organization.

• Tailor PM to strategic and organizational 
needs: The core principles of check-ins, agile 
goal setting, and frequent feedback are becoming 
common around the world. But some companies 
still want formal reviews, numeric ratings, and 
development plans. Organizational culture takes 
years to change, so companies should adopt new 
practices at a speed that works for the business.

• Upskill managers in coaching skills: Con-
tinuous feedback for employees is a critical fea-
ture of the new PM paradigm, yet managers often 
need help learning how to be full-time coaches 
rather than part-time evaluators. Companies 
adopting a new PM approach should focus heav-
ily on leadership development, building new 

“muscles” in managers, and creating discipline 
around feedback, coaching, and collaboration. 

• Put it all together: Determine how changes 
to PM will inform the organization’s rewards, 
promotion, and succession processes. Approach 
this from the employee experience perspective.

FAST FORWARD

In the future, leading companies will create a continuous, highly agile process 
among employees and teams, as well as among employees and leaders. Many will 
take advantage of new software tools that integrate PM into daily work and use the 
greater quantity and richer quality of data now available. The dreaded end-of-year 
evaluation will be gone, replaced by continuous feedback flowing between employees 
and managers.

These changes are not merely new processes, but rather new organizational muscles. 
As such, they will take time to develop and need constant exercise to maintain. But 
over time, they will become stronger. PM changes that seem difficult in the early 
stages of transformation become more natural over time. As trust grows, feedback 
becomes more direct and constructive, and changes are accepted. 
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Figure 2. Performance management: Old rules vs. new rules

Old rules New rules

Performance appraisals and goal-setting conducted 
once per year

Check-ins conducted quarterly or more frequently; 
regular goal-setting occurs in an open, collaborative 
process 

Feedback collected by manager at end of year Feedback collected continuously and easily reviewed 
at end of year (often through apps and mobile tools)

Goals kept confidential with focus on individual 
achievement 

Goals made public and transparent with increased 
focus on team achievement

Employees evaluated by their manager Managers also evaluated by their employees

Employees force-ranked on a quantitative scale Employees rated on a qualitative scale; rankings 
considered, not forced

Compensation kept confidential and focused on 
equity; bands based on performance ratings

Compensation levels more transparent, more 
frequently discussed, and focused more on pay for 
performance than on equity

Managers focused on evaluating performance Managers focused on coaching and developing 
people

One leader evaluates each individual in a qualitative, 
opinion-based process

Many contribute to an individual’s performance 
evaluation; evaluation draws heavily on data

Process considered to be a burden and waste of time Process is agile, faster, continuous, and lighter
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